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Abstract: Data filtering is an important approach to reduce energy consumption.
Following this idea, Interest is used as a constraint to filter uninterested data in
sensor networks. Within these interested data some are more valuable than
others. Sometimes among these interested data, we hope to process the more
important data first. By using Reward to denote the important level of data, in
this paper, we present a packet scheduling algorithm by considering four
constraints (Energy, Time, Reward, and Interest) simultaneously. Based on
simulation result, we find out that our ETRI-PS packet scheduling algorithm can
substantially improve the information quality and reduce energy consumption.

1. Introduction
Conventional research that is proposed to make processor use energy more efficiently,
such as Dynamic Voltage Scaling, has been utilized in all kinds of embedded systems.
Since wireless communication is the main energy consumer, by extending DVS’s
concept into communication system, Dynamic Modulation Scaling has been proposed
to schedule packet transmission [1]. The key idea is to let radio transmit packets with
a lower transmission rate to reduce the energy consumption while still meeting all
deadlines. Similar researches [2, 3] also follow this approach by applying lazy
scheduling algorithm. These researches focus on minimizing energy consumption of a
set of packets by delaying the finish of transmission till the deadline. A common
drawback is that they only consider packets that already exist in the buffer, but do not
provide threshold or constraint to filter and reduce the coming packets. Another
research trend is presented in [4, 5]. Cosmin Rusu, et al. consider Energy, Time, and
Reward these three constraints simultaneously while Reward denotes the important
level of task. They believe that in some overload systems, instead of processing
several unimportant tasks that just consume a small amount of energy, it is more
meaningful to process one valuable task which will consume more energy. In this
ETR scheduling algorithm, whenever a new task is processed, it must have the
highest ratio (reward value / energy consumption of this task) among all waiting tasks.
Later on, in paper [6] Fan Zhang et al. extend this ETR algorithm for packet
scheduling and present three different transmission algorithms.
Data filtering is also an important approach to reduce energy consumption in sensor
networks. Generally, a huge amount of data can be created by a large sensor network.
However, in most of the time only the data of some sensor nodes that related to the
users’ purpose is really valuable. In [7, 8, and 9], data-centric approach is proposed
for power efficient data routing, gathering and aggregation. Interest is introduced as a
constraint which is used to filter and reduce the unnecessary data. In these researches
authors simply consider that all these packets have the same important level, but
actually among these interested packets, some of them may be more important than

others. For example, users are interested in the data of several sensor nodes which are
used to monitor one object. The data created by the sensor nodes which are close to
the observed object have more valuable information than the data created by the
sensor nodes which are far from this object. Therefore, if we can introduce the
Reward into these interested packets, we are able to select out and process the most
important and valuable packet first. In this paper we present a new packet scheduling
algorithm, namely, ETRI-PS (Energy, Time, Reward, and Interest). Within this
algorithm each packet has four parameters as follows: (1) energy consumption; (2)
processing time; (3) important level; and (4) interest level.
In section 2 we present problem model. In section 3 we describe ETRI-PS
scheduling algorithm. We present simulation work in section 4. And this paper is
concluded in section 5.

2. Problem model
We have one cluster in the heterogeneous sensor networks that is deployed as figure 1.
Sensor nodes in area A, B, and C are used to monitor three different objects denoted
by the triangles. We suppose that a user wants to know the information about the

Fig. 1. Different sensor nodes send different packets to cluster head simultaneously

objects in area A and B. After querying and sensing, only the data collected by the
sensor nodes which are located in area A and B can be accepted by the cluster head.
Data from the area C will be rejected, because the user is not interested in them. If we
look inside area A, we can find that the data sensed by the sensor nodes which are
relatively closer to the observed object have the higher valuable information.
Therefore, we consider these sensor nodes’ data more important than others’. Then,
whenever the cluster head receives the packets from sensor nodes, it will receive the
most valuable packet among several interested packets first.
We define the interested areas as A ⊆ {A1, A2,…, AM}. From each interested area Ax
the cluster head can accept a subset of packets Px ⊆ { Px,1, Px,2, …, Px ,N }.The
processing time of the packet Px,y is denoted by Tx,y. Associated with each packet Px,y,
there is an Interest value Ix,y and a Reward value Rx,y. Interest value is used to
distinguish the interested packets from different areas. Reward value is used to denote
the important level of this packet. The larger reward value means the higher important
level. These four constraints of algorithm are defined as follows:
! The energy constraint imposed by the total energy Emax available in the cluster
head. The total energy consumed by accepted packets should not exceed the

available energy Emax. Whenever cluster head accept one packet, the energy
consumption Ex,y of this packet should not exceed the remaining energy RE.
! The time constraint imposed by the global deadline D. The common deadline of
this user’s data query is D. Each packet that is accepted and processed must
finish before D.
! The interest constraint imposed by the interest value threshold IT. Each packet
that is accepted must satisfy the interest value threshold ITmin ≤ Ix,y ≤ ITmax.
! The reward constraint imposed by the value ratio Vx,y (Vx,y = Rx,y / Ex,y) between
reward value Rx,y and energy consumption of packet Ex,y. The larger Vx,y, the
packet has, the more valuable the packet is.
The ultimate goal of ETRI-PS is to find out a set of packets P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ … ∪ PM
among interested packets to maximize the system value, which is defined as the sum
of selected packets’ value ratio Vx,y. Therefore, the problem is to
maximize
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Because of the P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ … ∪ PM, we can have the following formula as:
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From formula (9), we can find that the real problem of ETRI-PS is to find out the
subset of Px ⊆ {1, 2, …, N} to maximize the system value for each interested area Ax.
Thus, the problem is to
Vx, y
maximize
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Inequality (11) guarantees that the time constraint is satisfied. Inequality (12)
guarantees that only the interested packets are accepted, and inequality (13)
guarantees that the energy budget is not exceeded. In order to solve the problem that
is presented by (10)-(17), we give the following ETRI-PS algorithm.
,

y∈ P

3. ETRI-PS packet-scheduling algorithm
Before sending the real data of a packet, sensor node can send its packet’s parameters
to cluster head by including them in a small packet, which just consumes very limited
energy. We give a name to this kind of small packet as Parameter Packet (PP). There
is a physical buffer that exists inside cluster head to store these PPs. After receiving
these PPs, cluster head can decide which packet to be accepted based on these sent
parameters. In this case, in sensor networks, except the cluster head, all the other
sensor nodes which are going to send packets to the cluster head can logically be
considered as a buffer, since all of these packets are waiting for the processing of

Fig. 2. Two Tiers Buffer (TTB)

cluster head. We regard this buffer as the First Tier Buffer (FTB). Actually the FTB is
a logical concept for cluster head. The Second Tier Buffer (STB) is the buffer that
physically exists inside cluster head. Therefore, we propose the Two Tiers Buffer
model for wireless sensor networks as figure 2 shows. In terms of this TTB model,
basically, we can define our ETRI-PS algorithm into these following steps:
Step 1: Initialization. After receiving PP ⊆ {PP1, PP2, …, PPN}, we assume that
tables exist inside the cluster head for storing parameters of every packet i (i ∈ PP):
energy consumption Ex,y, processing time Tx,y, reward value Rx,y, and interest value Ix,y.
For each PPi, there are energy consumption for checking CEi and a period of time for
checking CTi. We also use two structure arrays, considered(i) and selected(i) of size N,
to store the information for all received PPs. Initially, we start with an empty schedule
(selected(i).status = false) and no PP is considered (considered(i).status = false). The
set of selected PPs (initially empty) is defined as S = {(i) | selected(i).status = true}.
After selecting the PPs, cluster head accepts packets that are corresponded to these
selected PPs. Therefore, packet’s parameters can be expressed as considered(i).Ex,y,
considered(i).Tx,y, considered(i).Rx,y, considered(i).Ix,y, selected(i).Ex,y, selected(i).Tx,y,
selected(i).Rx,y, and selected(i).Ix,y. We define four variables: 1) checking energy (∑ i ∈
PP CEi) is used to store total energy consumption for checked PPs; 2) checking time (∑
i ∈ PP CTi) is used to store total processing time for checked PPs; 3) processing energy
(∑i∈PP selected(i).Ex,y) is used to store total energy consumption for processed packets;
and 4) processing time (∑i∈PP selected(i).Tx,y) is used to store total processing time for
processed packets.
Step 2: In FTB, we filter and accept packets based on the ETRI constraints. A
packet that can be accepted should satisfy all the following criteria:

!
!
!

This packet’s PP is not considered before (considered (i).status = false).
The current schedule is feasible (checking time + processing time) ≤ D.
By accepting this packet to current schedule, the energy budget is not exceeded
(checking energy + processing energy + considered(i).Ex,y ≤ Emax).
! This packet is intentionally queried by user (ITmin ≤ considered(i).Ix,y ≤ ITmax).
! Among all the PPs that satisfy the above criteria, select the one that has the
largest considered(i).Vx,y = considered(i).Rx,y / considered(i).Ex,y.
After choosing the PP, cluster head can send Acknowledge back to accept new
packet. In addition, for those packets which user is not interested in, their
corresponded sensor nodes will discard them. In this case, we refuse and discard the
unnecessary data; consequently, we can reduce the energy consumption.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of ETRI-PS

Fig. 4. Source code of ETRI-PS

Step 3: In STB, we transmit accepted packets to base station by using Dynamic
Modulating Scaling. As the algorithm that has been presented in [1], let radio
transmit packets with a lower transmission rate to reduce the energy consumption
while still meeting all deadlines. Thus, in this step, we use the Dynamic Modulation
Scaling to maximize the cluster head’s lifetime.
Another aspect: Replace or drop a packet in the STB. A new packet is always
accepted if possible. When receiving new PP from sensor node, if the STB is full, we
can replace or drop a packet based on the following criteria:
! This packet’s PP is selected (selected(i).status = true).
! Among all selected packet’s PPs, find out the one that has the smallest
selected(i).Vx,y = selected(i).Rx,y / selected(i).Ex,y.
! If this found one is not the new packet that is going to be accepted, we use this

new packet to replace this found one, otherwise, we drop this new packet.

4. Simulation and discussion
In our simulation, we randomly deploy nine sensor nodes. And we randomly initialize
these nodes with: total energy (scope: from 111 to 888), buffer size (scope: from 6 to
9). In addition, we design 8 different packets that are randomly initialized with the
following four parameters: energy consumption (scope: from 3 to 10), processing
time, reward value (scope: from 3 to 10) and interest value (scope: from 3 to 10).
Eight of these nine sensor nodes are chosen to be the packet generators which
randomly create eight different packets and send to the remaining one. The remaining
one works as the cluster head. For this cluster head, we design four parameters: total
energy = 666, buffer size = 6, and interest threshold = 5. The meaning of threshold is
that we just accept the packets when their interest values are belonging to the top 5
among these 8 packets. These eight sensor nodes are organized into three groups
based on their packets’ interest values. The packets that have the interest values
belong to {8, 9, 10} are considered as group A, the packets that have the interest
values belong to {6, 7} are considered as group B, and the packet that have interest
values belong to {3, 4, 5} are considered as group C. Therefore, the cluster head just
accepts the packets from area A and B. In terms of energy consumption, we mainly
consider the following two parts that have strong relationship with our proposed
ETRI-PS, which are processing energy {E (Returning ACK) + E (Receiving packet) + E (Processing) +
E (Broadcasting event) + E (Listening) + E (Accepting ACK) + E (Sending packet)} and checking energy {E
(Accepting event) + E (Deciding)}. And the checking energy is designed to be 0.3, which is 10%
of the minimum packet consumption 3. Besides ETRI-PS, we provide two different
existing packet scheduling algorithms to run on cluster head for comparison:
1) Compared Algorithm one (CA 1) [1]:
a) In FTB: No interest constraint and reward constraint
b) In STB: Maximizing system lifetime (Dynamic Modulation Scaling)
The cluster head doesn’t set any threshold to reduce the incoming packets, but just
simply receives packets and relays them. Once it gets a packet, it will always process
this packet just meeting its deadline.
2) Compared Algorithm three (CA 2) [6]:
a) In FTB: Maximizing reward value, but no interest constraint
b) In STB: Maximizing system lifetime (Dynamic Modulation Scaling)
The cluster head always accepts the packet that has the largest value ratio among
several checked packets. Once it gets a packet, it will always process this packet just
meeting its deadline.
We design the simulation parameters as follows: 1) lifetime of Cluster Head (CH),
2) checking energy of cluster head, 3) processing energy of cluster head, 4) energy
utilization of cluster head (energy utilization = processing energy / (checking energy
+ processing energy)), 5) processed packets number by cluster head, 6) total created
packets from sensor nodes, 7) discarded packets in sensor nodes, 8) average interest
value per packet, 9) average reward value per packet.
From figure 5, we can find that for a given amount of energy, by using the Dynamic
Modulation Scaling, the lifetimes of three different algorithms are almost same. As the
result of the figure 6, the checking energy of ETRI-PS is much more than the checking

energy of others. The reason is that we add the interest constraint in this ETRI-PS
algorithm. Naturally, the energy that can be used to process packets is lower than
others (checking energy + processing energy = Emax). This consequently causes

Fig. 5. Lifetime of cluster head

Fig. 6. Checking energy and processing energy

relatively low energy utilization of ETRI-PS, as showed in figure 7. Even though the
energy utilization of ETRI-PS is relatively lower than others, by using our ETRI-PS
packet scheduling algorithm, we can still substantially reduce the energy consumption
of whole sensor networks. The saved energy comes from the normal sensor nodes but
not from the cluster head. By analyzing the figure 8, we can find that the processing
ratio (processing ratio = processed packets / total created packets) of ETRI-PS is

Fig. 7. Energy utilization of cluster head

Fig. 8. Total created packets = processed packets
+ discarded packets

much lower than others; inversely, the discarding ratio (discarding ratio = discarded
packets / total created packets) is much higher than others. The lower discarding ratio
the sensor nodes have, the more uninterested packets the sensor nodes send. Thus, the
more unnecessary energy is consumed. In conclusion, by using the ETRI-PS, the
sensor nodes can reduce the unnecessary transmission of uninterested data to reduce
the energy consumption. As we design the interest threshold to just accept the packets
that have the larger interest values, therefore, the desired average interest value
should be larger than that of other algorithms. Figure 9 shows that the average interest

Fig. 9. Average interest value per packet

Fig. 10. Average reward value per packet

value of ETRI-PS is much larger than others, that means the ETRI-PS can exactly
process the user interested packets well. Figure 10 shows the comparison among three
algorithms’ average reward values. In the algorithm CA 1, because we do not
intentionally maximize the value ratio (Vx,y = Rx,y / Ex,y), as a result, the average
reward value of CA 1 is relatively smaller than others. Compared with CA 2, even
though we add the interest constraint to CA 2, the average reward values of two
algorithms are almost same. This means the ETRI-PS can inherit the original purpose
of ETR well.

5. Conclusion
Packet scheduling algorithm for communication subsystem is a potential approach to
reduce energy consumption of sensor networks. ETRI-PS provides us a prioritized
transmission scheduling algorithm according to the transmitted data’s important level.
By using ETRI-PS packet scheduling algorithm, we can achieve the following
contributions: (1) Use interest constraint as the threshold to filter the uninterested
incoming packets to reduce the energy consumption; (2) Use reward constraint to
choose the high quality information and minimize the queried packet number to
minimize the energy consumption but still satisfy the minimum information
requirement. As the simulation result shows, by using the Two Ties Buffer model and
ETRI-PS packet scheduling algorithms, we can easily reduce energy consumption of
sensor nodes and enhance the quality of queried information.
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